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A concept of fit (perceived link between brand and cause) has been a central importance in consumers’ attitudes towards corporate

social responsibility (CSR) programs. We propose that consumers may use different dimensions of fit to evaluate CSR programs

directed toward disaster relief. Our study demonstrates that a new dimension of fit between contribution type (monetary vs. non-

monetary) and cause characteristic (nature-made vs. human-made disaster) impacts consumer evaluations of CSR efforts.
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The findings in our paper contribute to the negative publicity literature and to the largely understudied area of consumer power. Prior 
research shows that negative publicity can adversely affect the brand. We show that this effect is more likely to happen for powerless 
than powerful consumers.
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Corporations are often willing to help when a major disaster, such as the recent earthquake in Haiti or the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 
happens. For example, American companies already donated $146.8 million to the relief of the earthquake victims in Haiti (U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce 2010). Regardless on the motives behind these humanitarian contributions (e.g., altruistic or strategic nature), 
it is of chief importance to maximize corporate return in terms of consumers’ attitudes and corporate image (Porter and Kramer 2006). 
Along this line, the concept of fit, or perceived link between a brand and a CSR cause, has been pointed as having central importance 
in consumers’ attitudes (Pracejus and Olsen 2004). For example, support for breast cancer research by Yoplait yogurt is considered to 
have a good fit since both brand and cause serve a similar customer base (Nan and Hao 2007). Although this conceptualization of fit is 
useful in order to understand the effect of firms’ ongoing CSR programs, we propose that consumers may use different dimensions of 
fit to evaluate CSR programs directed toward non-recurring causes such as disaster relief efforts. In this paper, we research the idea that 
type of contribution (monetary vs. non-monetary) may be pertinent to this judgment of fit, having an important effect on consumers 
attitudes toward the company after the disaster relief.

There are two main approaches used by companies to contribute to the relief of victims in disasters–monetary contributions and 
non-monetary contributions (i.e., products, services and employee volunteerism). Because the later are considered more effortful than 
the former, it is generally accepted that non-monetary contributions will have a more positive impact on consumers’ attitudes toward 
the company (Ellen, Webb and Mohr 2000). However, we propose that sometimes monetary contributions may be considered more 
adequate. Specifically, we suggest that the fit between characteristics of the cause (i.e., nature-made or man-made) and the contribution 
type (monetary or non-monetary) will influence consumers’ attributions and attitudes toward the company that helped in the disaster relief.

A disaster is the tragedy of a natural-made or human-made hazard that negatively affects society. Consumers may perceive nature-
made disasters as phenomena beyond human control, but from predictable sources (Quarantelli 1993). In this case, non-monetary 
contributions, for being considered less flexible but more hands-on and specialized, will be considered more adequate. On the contrary, 
since human-made disasters are originated on much more varied and unpredictable number of sources (Quarantelli 1993), more flexible 
and versatile monetary contributions might be considered more adequate. We formalize our hypotheses as follows:

H1: Fit between contribution type and cause of disaster will increase consumer evaluations of corporate contributions for disaster 
relief. 

Consumers will evaluate a firm’s non-monetary contribution to nature-made disasters more positively than a firm’s monetary 
contribution to such disasters.

Consumers will evaluate a firm’s monetary contribution to man-made disasters more positively than a firm’s non-monetary 
contribution to such disasters.

We examined this hypothesis using a 2 (contribution type) x 2 (cause of disaster) between-subjects design. One hundred and sixty 
undergraduate students participated in this study. Participants read fictitious news about a large scale fire in California and a disaster 
relief effort of a logistics company. In the news, the company’s contribution was either one million dollars (monetary) or logistic services 
that worth one million dollars (non-monetary). Disaster was caused either by arson (man-made disaster) or lightening (human-made 
disaster). After reading the story, participants assessed their evaluations of the company in a three items (α=0.87) 7-point semantic 
differential scale (favorable, effective, helpful).

Results of an ANOVA analysis supported our hypotheses. Personal relevance of the disaster was included as a covariate. Contribution 
type and cause of disaster presented significant main effects on consumer evaluations. More importantly, the interaction term was significant 
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(p<0.02). In the nature-made disaster condition, the evaluation was more positive when the company made non-monetary contributions, 
whereas in the man-made disaster condition, the evaluation was more positive when the company made monetary contributions. 

Moreover, Ellen, Webb and Mohr (2006) observed that if there is a perceived lack of fit on CSR initiatives, consumers will attribute 
corporate efforts to be of a negative self-centered nature. Hence, if it is perception of fit the mechanism underlying consumers’ evaluation, 
negative self-centered attributions shall mediate the effect of the interaction between contribution type and disaster characteristics on 
company evaluation. We measured consumer negative self-centered attributions using 4 items (α=0.84) (Ellen et al. 2006). Meditational 
analysis (Baron and Kenny 1986) corroborates our process explanation. Particularly, the interaction between contribution type and cause 
of disaster significantly affected negative self-centered attributions (p<0.01). Furthermore, egoistic attributions, contribution type, cause 
of disaster and the interaction term significantly affected individual evaluation of the company (p<0.05). Nevertheless, when regressing 
company evaluation on egoistic attributions, contribution type, cause of disaster and the interaction term, the interaction term had its 
significance reduced (from p=0.013 to p=0.038). 

The partial mediation effect of negative self-centered is a clear indicative that consumers evaluations of the company is centered on 
consumers perception of fit, explanation that demands closer attention in future studies. Furthermore, future studies should also verify 
the robustness of the effect here presented under different operationalizations of corporate contributions and disaster characteristics.

Corporate contributions to the community are considered a strategic tool for company survival and success (Porter and Kramer 
2006). The present paper contributes to the literature of consumer response to CSR by showing the effect of a new dimension of fit 
between contribution type and non-recurring causes on consumers’ evaluations of the company.
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Control, one of fundamental human motives (Baumeister 2005; Fiske 2002), is so valued that individuals rarely abandon their quest 
for it, even in uncontrollable circumstances (Rothbaum, Weisz, and Snyder 1982). Donation requests often imply external, uncontrollable 
factors that cause beneficiary’s needs (e.g., poverty, disease). In such seemingly uncontrollable circumstances, a quest for control may 
serve as a motive to help, but effects of control are unexamined in existing frameworks in the donation literature. Drawing on primary-
secondary control theory (Rothbaum et al. 1982), we develop and test a new theory of persuasion that induces people to help social causes.

Primary-secondary control theory posits two paths to a feeling of control (primary vs. secondary control) (Rothbaum et al. 1982); 
primary control occurs when individuals attempt to alter the environment (e.g., circumstances, symptoms, other people) so that the 
environment fits the self’s needs, whereas secondary control occurs when individuals attempt to align themselves with the environment by 
accepting the environment and adjusting the self (e.g., expectations, perceptions, attitudes). Although seemingly passive, secondary control 
differs from helplessness; in this process, an individual believes that the situation, or a part of it, can be improved through acceptance 
(Thompson, Nanni, and Levine 1994). An individual tends to emphasize one type of control, either primary or secondary, as a central 
role in everyday life, but often shifts from one type of striving for control to another (Rothbaum et al. 1982). We conceptualize donation 
behaviors as both primary control and secondary control. It is an act of primary control when a person donates in order to change the 
environment to his desired wishes. It is an act of secondary control when a person donates in order to adjust himself to the environment. 

In a persuasion context, we suggest that compliance to a donation request is a behavior that falls into the category of secondary 
control because implicit within any prosocial act is the individual’s acknowledgement of an unchangeable environment, resulting in 
the adjustment of the individual’s behavior to fit within that environment. For example, when a donation request for cancer research is 
presented, an individual who uses secondary control may accept that cancer affects people’s life (i.e., an unchangeable environment) and 
may adjust his action to this environment by donating—even though this individual may perceive that his single action is insignificant 
to the magnitude of the environment as a whole. On the other hand, an individual who relies on primary control is unlikely to comply 
with this request because the request itself may not provoke the self’s needs. 

Within the secondary control process, we further propose that the effectiveness of donation requests may be enhanced through the 
use of positive frames. Past research found that when individuals are highly motivated to process information, they tend to perceive that 


